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 The merits and demerits of these two spheres are completely 
opposed to each other. 
 
 It is essential for man to choose from these two spheres- 
 

the hot world 
 

and 
 

the Lord’s cool and soothing name. 
 

 This choice is very challenging, necessary and significant.  
 

Without this choice or decision, we cannot get ‘life-guidance’. 
 

Without ‘correct life-guidance’ we will continue to drift in the same 
way as the old ‘life-flow’ and experience sorrow and suffering. 

 
In the previous part (of this lekh) it has been related that a man who 

wants spiritual ‘guidance in life’ to build the - 
 

 discernment 

       choice 

  joy 

       effort 

             faith 

        belief 

              accomplishment, 
 
it is very necessary to get the guidance and assistance of ‘sadh sangat’. 
 
 All these  low wishes and desires are the symbols and expression of 
our hidden internal fire. 
 
 It is in the light of Gurbani and through the company of the 
Gurmukh beloveds and illuminated souls that man becomes aware and 
believes that there is also this hidden mental fire existing within him. 
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For this reason the easiest and the most effective method of saving 
ourselves from this hidden fire as mentioned in Gurbani is the ‘company of 
saints’. 
 

1 God is Compassionate, and Merciful to the meek; O Nanak, in the 
Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, the fire of desire has been 
quenched.                 204 

 

2 Becoming Merciful, He has united me with the Sat Sangat, the True 
Congregation. 
The fire has been quenched, and I have found my Husband Lord 
within my own home.                738 

 

 As for ‘this hidden mental fire’, it is in the true-pure spiritual 
company of saints that we- 
 

become aware 
get knowledge 
can focus our mind 
experience calmness of mind 
experience the cooling of the mind 
learn the art of doing sewa 
experience divine desires sprouting 
experience the eagerness of meditation 
experience bliss in the mind 
experience the taste of the love of one’s inner being 
experience intoxication of the taste of love 
experience the union of word-mind (shabadh-focus) 
experience the grace of the elixir of everlasting life 
obtain protection at the holy feet (holy presence). 

 
 Such divine blessed company of saints has been referred to in 
Gurbani thus- 
 
3 How is the Society of the Saints to be known? 

There, the Name of the One Lord is chanted.                72 
 
4 There, the Naam, the Name of the Lord, is meditated on. 

In the Saadh Sangat, you shall be emancipated.                        1182 
 
 In other  words-only the illuminated souls can uplift this soul of  an 
aspirant from worldly consciousness to Divine Consciousness, 
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and thus save him from the burning hell of worldly quagmire. 
 
 Without the company of saints our mind cannot be saved from the 
hidden mental fire and neither can it come out from the ‘ocean of fire and 
grief’. 
 
1 Those who have terrible luck and bad fortune do not drink in the 

water which washes the dust of the feet of the Holy. 
The burning fire of their desires is not extinguished; they are beaten 
and punished by the Righteous Judge of Dharma.            1323 

 
 For this reason to put out this internal mental fire, the easiest and the 
most essential method mentioned in Gurbani is the company of saints. 
 
2 Renounce your selfishness and conceit and offer your prayers. 

In the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, cross over the ocean 
of fire.                   295 

 

3 The ocean of fire becomes cool, when one grasps the hem of the 
robe of the Holy Saint.                 458 

 

4 One who dwells in the Society of the Saints finds a great peace; 
the Ambrosial Nectar of the Naam becomes sweet to his soul.     256 

 

5 One whose mind is comforted in the Society of the Saints, believes 
that all are joyful.                 610 

 

 But there are also doubts about ‘satsangat’ or ‘sadh sangat’. It is 
necessary to examine these doubts. 
 
 Generally a gathering of people is said to be ‘sadh sangat’ or ‘sat 
sangat’ but according to Gurbani – 
 

blessed souls 
great souls 
saints 
holy one 
bhagats (devoted ones) 
those with simran 
those whose consciousness is threaded in the (Divine)WORD 
those absorbed in the unstruck melody (celestial-word) 
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those coloured (soaked) in Guru’s love 
disciple who have become slaves (sold themselves to the Guru 
for good} 
those who have become the slaves of the ‘House of Nanak’ 
those in the intoxication of one’s inner self 
those drunk with the ‘taste of love’ (of God) 
those who are tipsy in ‘silent-love’ (of the creator), 

 
only the company of such Guru-orientated loved ones can be said to be –  
 

       sat-sangat 

  sadh sangat 

   assembly of saints 

    divine company 

     lofty company 

      pure company 

       spiritual company 

              ‘family of saintly loved ones’. 
 
 Such spiritual sadh-sangat has been praised in Gurbani thus- 
 
1 Blessed, blessed is the Sat Sangat, the True Congregation, where 

the Lord's Essence is obtained. Meeting with His humble servant, O 
Nanak, the Light of the Naam shines forth.    10 

 
2 This is the Glory of the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy; 

listen, O my friends. 
Filth is washed away, millions of sins are dispelled, and the 
consciousness becomes immaculate and pure.              609 

 
3 Meeting with the Sangat, the Congregation, the Supreme Lord God 

has come into my consciousness. 
In the Sangat, my mind has found contentment             .889 

 
4 In the Realm of the Saints, the Lord dwells in the mind. 

In the Realm of the Saints, all sins run away. 
In the Realm of the Saints, one's lifestyle is immaculate.            1146 
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1 In the Society of the Saints, one comes to love the One Lord.  
That alone is called the Realm of the Saints,          1146 
where only the Glorious Praises of the Supreme Lord God are sung. 

 

2 Meeting with the Holy people, my mind blossoms forth. 
I am a sacrifice, a sacrifice, a sacrifice, a sacrifice to those Holy 
beings; joining the Sangat, the Congregation, I am carried across to 
the other side................ 
The Saints, the Saints of the Lord, are noble and good. Meeting with 
the humble Saints, filth is washed away. 
All the sins and egotism are washed away, like soap washing dirty 
clothes.                 1294 

 

 But such lofty-pure spiritual sangat is obtained only with Guru’s 
grace – 
3 The Supreme Lord showers His Mercy, and we find the Saadh 

Sangat, the Company of the Holy.                 71 
The more time we spend there, the more we come to love the Lord.
  

4 Meditating on the Merciful Lord, the Treasure of Mercy, I have 
obtained a seat in the Saadh Sangat.               183 

 

5 Singing the Kirtan of the Lord's Praises in the Saadh Sangat, the 
Company of the Holy, is the highest of all actions.             642 
Says Nanak, he alone obtains it, who is pre-destined to receive it. 

 

But such Guru orientated saints are rare in this world - 
 

6 The forest fire has burnt down so much of the grass; how rare are 
the plants which have remained green.               384 

 

7 The sight of them banishes my evil-mindedness; they are my only 
true friends. I have searched the whole world; O servant Nanak, 
how rare are such persons!               520 

 

8 Rare are those beings in this world, who contemplate the Word of 
the Guru's Shabad, and remain detached.            1039 

 
 An assembly of saints with such pure-lofty -  
 
  Taste of Naam 
   spiritual colour 
    (who are) alive and awakened 
     vibrant 
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  experiencing celestial melody 
   spiritual touch 
    silent-love, 
 
is regarded as ‘sadh-sangat’. 
 
 Under the Divine influence of such a ‘sadh sangat, the thoughts of 
the truth-seekers turn away from the world and get connected with their 
inner ‘innate selves’. 
 
 The melody of celestial –word or unstruck sound current begins and 
the mind 
 

becomes cool. 

becomes aroused. 

vibration of the spiritual touch begins. 

in the vibrations ‘melody’is heard. 

the pull is towards the innate inner self. 

the vibrations of love keep on arousing. 

there is a  subtle pulsation of the love of one’s inner self. 

spiritual love gets tugged. 

the emotions of love begin to take flight. 

the mind merges with the illumination of love. 

the mind enjoys the ‘subtle waves’ of the feeling of love. 

the sound of Divine music begins. 

unstruck sound current can be heard. 

engrossment in the Divine sound current takes place. 

in the engrossment ‘ecstasy’ is experienced. 

in the ecstasy there is wondrousness. 

the love-portion gives rise to intoxication. 

in the intoxication the eyes become ‘drunk’. 
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 in the ‘drunk’ eyes there is ‘spiritual shine’. 

 in the shining eyes there is ‘merriment’. 

 in the ‘merry’ eyes there is a ‘glitter of love’. 

 in the glitter of love there is a pull. 

 in the divine glitter there are messages of death. 

 in the divine messages there is the illumination of the ‘shabad’. 

 in the illumination of the shabad there is the ‘taste of Naam’ 

 dealings of ‘silent love’ take place. 

 ‘transactions’ of divine grandeur take place. 

 ‘trading’of supreme taste’ takes place. 

 the sharing of the ‘nine treasures of (divine) Naam’ take place. 

 the ‘food of the immortal Naam’ is served. 

 ‘eating and spending together’ is taking place. 

 the mind is takes on the ‘colour of Naam’. 
 
 The dynamic or spiritual influence of ‘sadh sangat’ is clarified as 
follows- 
 

The easy and effective method of the exchange or propagation of 
thoughts is the ‘meeting of Gurumukh piaaray’ (or Guru-orientated 
beloveds). To influence each other’s mind with one’s thoughts – on one side 
the firmness of the thoughts and the intensity of faith is needed and on the 
other side, the power of assimilation (of those thoughts) is needed. 

 
Simple minds are easily influenced by the minds of those who have 

firm belief and deep faith. 
 
In any gathering of the sangat the superficial effect of oral 

intellectual propagation lasts just for a short duration whereas when great 
souls leading a spiritual life participate in this sangat, the intense spiritual 
rays sprouting fro their lifes, arouse the souls of the truth seekers and quietly 
bring about a change in their lives. 

 
The same principle applies to the writings of great souls as such  

writings emerge from their divine intuitional knowledge and their firm 
strong faith. These wirings are 
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the expression of the intuitional illumination of the Divine Sphere, and are 
always pure, clean, fresh Divine Rays which have the power of ‘arousing’ 
and awakening other souls with the spiritual spark. 
 
 If powerful minds can have so much influence on the intellectual 
aspirations of simple -ordinary minds, then the Divine rays of great souls 
with spiritually elevated lives by their – 
 

  spiritual touch 

   closeness (or link with) of silent love 

    arousing 

     awakening, 
 
they are capable of having the power of sending the souls of the truth-
seekers, into the Divine Illuminated Sphere. 
 
 At the materialistic level, if laser rays can pierce through thick 
sheets of metal, and radio-active rays emerging from the nuclear bomb can 
cause so much destruction , then the intense spiritual rays coming out from 
the spiritually elevated souls or satsangat, cutting through the strong thick 
mental scale of materialism or the thick dark clouds of doubt-fallacy, can 
‘touch’ the soul of man and show the Divine glimpse of the spiritually 
illuminated sphere.  
 
 In this way, rays emerging from spiritual life, quietly change the 
soul of the truth-seeker and in the Divine Sphere and such souls experience 
‘new birth’. Providing Amrit through the Five Beloveds too is based on this 
principle. 
 
This is the lofty-pure, easy method of entering the Divine Sphere but the 
price is – 
 
 Effacing (getting rid) of one’s self conceit and performing service.  
 
 Such lofty-pure, spiritually elevated souls leading a spiritual life are 
indeed rare and recoginising and meeting them or having their company is 
the prerogative of those souls who are fortunate 
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The following Gurbani commands spontaneously illustrate this truth – 
 
1 When the seed of the karma of past actions sprouted, I met the Lord; 

He is both the Enjoyer and the Renunciate. 
My darkness was dispelled when I met the Lord. O Nanak, after 
being asleep for countless incarnations, I have awakened.           208 

 
2 The Supreme Lord showers His Mercy, and we find the Saadh 

Sangat, the Company of the Holy.     71 
The more time we spend there, the more we come to love the Lord.  

 
3 I am a sacrifice, my soul is a sacrifice, to those who chant the 

Naam, in this Dark Age of Kali Yuga. 
The Beloved Saints were established by the True Lord. By great 
good fortune, the Blessed Vision of their Darshan is obtained. 
                               130 

 
4 If I am blessed with supreme high destiny, I will meet the humble 

servants of the Lord, without delay.               881 
 
5 The Priceless Naam is in the Society of the Saints; by great good 

fortune, it is obtained.                 909 
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